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P. PAPANTONI-KAZAKOS* 
University of Virginia. Thornton Hall. 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 
We consider robust operations in time series. We present a definition and sub- 
sequent qualitative analysis of robustness. We also present meaningful definitions of 
performance criteria, such as the breakdown point and the sensitivity of robust 
operations. We present some specific classes of robust operations, and we discuss 
and analyze their properties. Finally, we fully analyze a particular class of robust 
predictors and interpolators, for a linearly contaminated class of stationary 
stochastic processes. 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the prediction and interpolation problems, for stationary 
time series. The parametric formalization and solutions for those problems 
can be found in the pioneering works by Wiener (1949) and 
Kolmogorov (1941), and in several books and journal articles since then. 
In the present paper, we are concerned with robust formalization and 
solutions of the prediction and interpolation problems, where the underly- 
ing data process may be any member of some compact class of stationary 
processes. In contrast to the works by Masreliez and Martin (1977), and 
Martin and DeBow (1976), and the work by Tsaknakis and Papantoni- 
Kazakos (1983) we will assume that the data are observed noiselessly. 
Also, in contrast to the works by Tsaknakis et al. (1982) and Hosoya 
(1978), we will not restrict ourselves to linear asymptotic prediction and 
interpolation operations. Instead, we will define robustness as a com- 
bination of a qualitative and a game theoretic formalizations. As a result, 
we will propose and analyze predictors and interpolators that consist of 
conjunctions of both nonlinear and linear operations. The nonlinear 
operations are crucial for the satisfaction of qualitative robustness, where 
qualitative robustness for time series was first defined by Papantoni- 
Kazakos and Gray (1979), and it has been used for the design of robust 
source encoding and the design of robust quantization, by Papantoni- 
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Kazakos ( 198 1 a, 198 1 b). In Papantoni-Kazakos (1984) a qualitative game 
theoretic formalization for robust linear filtering has been presented, and a 
particular conjuction of a nonlinear and a linear operation has been then 
proposed. In Papantoni-Kazakos (1982) performance bounds in robust 
filtering and smoothing have been found, when robustness is formalized as 
either an optimal or a suboptimal saddlepoint game. Boente et al. (1982) 
defined robustness in time series. via a contamination distance different 
from that in Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray (1979). As they conclude, 
however, the sufficient conditions derived by Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray 
induce strong pointwise robustness. In this paper, we will discuss the dif- 
ferences in the above two formalizations, and we will argue in favor of a 
formalization that we consider the most meaningful for the prediction and 
interpolation problems. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the notation and some 
preliminary lemmas and theorems are presented. In Section 3, the 
definition of robustness, as well as some additional performance criteria for 
robust predictors and interpolators, is presented and discussed. In Sec- 
tion 4, some design ideas that are consistent with our theoretical for- 
malization are presented. In Section 5, we fully analyze a particular class of 
robust predictors and interpolators, for a linearly contaminated class of 
stationary stochastic processes. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us denote by 9 some class of discrete-time, scalar stationary 
processes, taking values on the real line R. Let y(., .) be some metric on R, 
and let [p, X, R] denote some process in 9, where .D its measure. Let x 
denote an infinite data sequence, let x’ denote a given sequence of I con- 
secutive data, and let Xl; j 3 i, X’, .x/; j 3 i, denote respectively the sequence 
X,,..., X, of random variables, a sequence of 1 consecutive random variables 
generated by the underlying process, and the sequence s,,..., xi of observed 
data. Consider a sliding block window of length 1 with sliding step k. Let 
the sliding block window operate on the infinite data sequence x. Then, the 
above window operates sequentially on the data blocks..., .x’:i’ ‘, .Y;- ‘, 
-y:+ li ’ )... . Let g,k denote a stationary operation on data blocks .x:k+P-‘, 
j=...-1, 0, l,... . If ,U is some process in 9, we will denote by ,U 0 g,k the 
stationary process induced by ,u and the stationary operation g,k. We will 
denote by Fg,A the class of stationary processes induced by the class 9 and 
the stationary operation g,k. We will assume that the operation g,k maps 
the real line R onto itself, and that the operation g,k may be, in general, 
stochastic. By g,,.,’ we will then denote the measure induced by g,k given the 
observed sequence x’, and we will assume that the operation g,k is zero 
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memory. That is, if g;, denotes the measure induced by the infinite 
sequence x on the outputs from 0 to n - 1, we have 
Given some data sequence x”, let us form a string I of data from 
repetitions of x”, and then let ,u\-~ be the empirical measure formed by 
assigning probability n ~ ’ on each string T’.u, i = 0, l,..., n - 1, where T 
indicates one step shift in time. The so-formed empirical measure ,u~~ is 
(Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray, 1979) ergodic and stationary, and it 
induces restriction ,u$ that are trustworthy for k 6 11. In addition to the zero 
memory property in (l), let the stationary operation g,k also satisfy the 
following continuity properties: 
(i) If I is given and is finite, then given E > 0, given .Y’ E R’, 
36 = S(I, E, 2) > 0: y,(x’, y’) < 6 + I7;.,,( g/J, g ,.,, /) < E. 
(ii) Given p,, E 9, given E > 0, q > 0, Sl integers I,, m, some 
S > 0, and for each I> I,, some d’ E R’ with &(A’) > 1 - q, 
such that for each .Y’E~’ with Z~;.,,,,(P’;;, ,u;;) < 6 it is (A) 
implied that I7;.,, ( g,,Vf, g ,..,, /) < E. 
In the continuity conditions in (A), ;‘,(x’, ~3’) & I ’ 1, 7(-u;, J,,), and 
Z7;.,,(,, .) is the m-dimensional Prohorov distance defined through the 
metric y(., .). The definition of the Prohorov distance is in Papantoni- 
Kazakos and Gray (1979). Let p(., .) be some distortion measure such that, 
given E > 0, there exist 6, > 0, ~5~ > 0, such that 
(2) 
Let pll(x”, 1”‘) & n-’ C, p(.u,, y,). Then, the rho-bar distance p&, 11,) 
between two processes p,,, ,u, is defined as 
P(po. p l ) = sup inf 5 
p,,(x”, Z’,) &I”( x”, .,,), (3) 
II p” E 3” R” x R” 
where b” is the class of all joint measures with marginals & and I*;‘, and I*” 
is the n-dimensional restriction of the measure p. 
From the results in Papantoni-Kazakos (1981a), we have that if the dis- 
tortion measure p(., *) satisfies the conditions in (2), if the operation g,k 
satisfies the zero memory condition in (1) and either of the conditions in 
(A) (depending on whether the length 1 of the sliding block window is finite 
or asymptotically long) holds, and if either p(., .) is bounded or it induces 
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bounded values for bounded values of its arguments, and the operation g,k 
maps the real line R onto a bounded subspace of R, then, 
Given p0 E 9, given E > 0, 36=6(&,po)>O: /lEF, 
P(~o,~)<S~p(~~g,~,~oog,~)<&. (B) 
Property (B) is a continuity property on p, induced by the operation 
g,k. Furthermore, if the operation g,,+ satisfies property (B) (or if it suf- 
ficiently satisfies properties (1) and (A)), and if 9 is a compact metric 
space of measures with respect to the metric 7, then the class of measures 
??a that is induced by 9 and g,, is also a compact metric space, with 
respect to 17 [6]. We note that if y(., .) is a metric on the real line, then the 
distance y(‘, .) in (3) (where p(., .) is substituted by y(., .)) is a metric on the 
space of stochastic processes. 
Now let [pO, X, R] be a nominal stationary processes, and let the class 
.9 of stationary processes be defined as 
p E F H Y(po, 11) d x 
2 a finite given constant. 
(Cl 
The class 9 in (C) clearly defines a convex and compact metric space, 
with respect to the metric -7. Given some stationary operation g, on data 
realizations, given some measure p in p, let us select as performance 
criterion, or payoff function, the distance *j(p, ~0 glk). This distance 
represents an error criterion applicable to a variety of problems such as the 
prediction and interpolation problems considered in this paper. We will 
present at this point some results regarding the properties of the payoff 
function y(p, p 0 gjk). Our results will be presented in the form of lemmas, 
corollaries, and theorems. 
LEMMA 1. Let y(., .) map bounded sets into bounded sets. Let the 
operation g, map the real line R onto a bounded subset of R, and let it 
sati& the conditions (A). Let J, be the class of stationary processes taking 
values on the real line. Then, the distance jj(p, ~13 glk) is continuous in p on 
&zI,, with respect to the metric r. 
Proof: Let ,U and p0 be two stationary measures. Then, clearly, 
Y(~,~“g/k)d”i’(c1,I-co)+?/(~o~~“g,~) 
6Y(P, /Jo) + ma* PO” &T/k) +m” g/k, PO” g/k). 
Thus, 
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Due to the symmetric relationship, we finally have 
IV(Pcl, P o b?k) - Y(Po, PO o glkl G 1/(/A PO) + HP o g/k, PO @ gNi). 
From Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray (1979) and Papantoni-Kazakos 
(1981a), we have that if g,k satisfies the properties in the statement of the 
lemma, then, 
Given po, given E > 0, 36 4 6(e, po) > 0, such that 
Thus, given po, given & > 0, select E, = ~/2, 6 = min(@, 6(&/2, ,u~)). Then, 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
In Papantoni-Kazakos (1981a), it has been found that jQo, ,u)<6 
implies uniform continuity almost everywhere in R. Due to this, and 
directly from the results in the above paper, we can express the following 
corollary, which is an extension of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the operation glk and the class JIY he as in Lemma 1. 
Let p(., .) be a distortion measure satisfying the conditions in (2). Then, the 
distance p(p, po g,k) is continuous in p on A!,, with respect to the metric 7. 
We will now express a lemma concerning extrema of the distance 
j+, ,u~ gik), on compact metric spaces of the measure 11. Its proof should be 
unnecessary. 
LEMMA 2. Let the operation g,, and the class 4 be as in Lemma 1. Let 
9 c A!<, and let it be a compact metric space, with respect to the metric 7. 
Then, the distance 7(/f, ,~a glk) is bounded from above on 9, and it 
assumes its maximum on 9. 
From the results in Papantoni-Kazakos (1981a), and as with 
Corollary 1, we can express the following corollary, in a straightforward 
fashion. 
COROLLARY 2. Let g, and 9 be as in Lemma 2. Let the distortion 
measure p(., .) satisfy conditions (2). Then, the distance y(p, p 0 g,,) is 
bounded from above on 9, and it assumes its maximum on fl. 
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LEMMA 3. Given p, the distance y(p, p 8~ glk) is continuous in g/k with 
respect to the metric 
where g);‘, gj:’ operations satisfy conditions (A), and map R onto a bounded 
subspace of R. 
ProoJ We clearly have 
due to the equivalence of Z7s and 7 on bounded spaces. The proof is now 
complete. 
From the results in Papantoni-Kazakos (1981a), and from Lemma 3, we 
can now express the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. Given p, a class 9 qf operations g,k satisfying the same 
conditions as in Lemma 3, and distortion measure p(., .) satisfying conditions 
(2), the distance p(,u, ~0 g/k) is continuous in g,k with respect to the metric in 
Lemma 3. 
Now let <zk denote some class of operations g,k. We then express the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let yk be a convex class of operations g,k, that satisfy the 
conditions (A), and that map the real line onto a bounded subset of R. Let 
p(., .) he a distortion measure that satisfies conditions (2) and maps bounded 
sets into bounded sets. Let ..K be a convex class of stationary processes, and 
let for each p be in ,U the,following infimum exist: 
Then, Z,(p) is continuous in p on A, with respect to the metric jQl, p2), 
and it is concave in p on ,&‘. 
Proof: Continuity of Z,(p) in p with respect to the metric 7(pL1, p2) 
follows from the continuities of p(p, ~0 g[k), in p and in g/k, as in 
Corollaries 1 and 3. 
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Let~,,~2E,~,andletE:O<s<1.Then, [~~,+(l-~)~~]~,k’.Letg,*, 
be the operation in 9& that achieves ZP(s~, + (1 -E) p2). Then 
zp(&~‘++l-&)~Z)=P(&~L++l-&)112,&~L~O~+(l-&)~L2~g~) 
=&P(CL,,~*Og~)+(l-&)FS(~r2,~(2ng~) 
~qL%)+(l -w~(PJ. 
Thus, Z,(p) is concave in ,u. 
We now proceed with the main theorem for this preliminary section. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~8 be a convex and compact with respect to the metric 
QI,, pz) class of stationary processes. Let zk be a convex class of 
operations g,k that satisfy the conditions in (A) and map the real line R onto 
a bounded subset of R. Let p(‘, *) be a distortion measure that satisfies the 
conditions in (2), and maps bounded sets into bounded sets. For every p in <&‘, 
let the infmum II,(u) below e.uist. 
Then, the supremum 
exists; it is unique tf Z,(u) is strictly! concave in A/, and it is attained in A’. 
Furthermore, C4pO(~~tZ) is the saddle value of a game on C K x 9$, with payoff 
function p(I*? p(" glkh 
Proof Due to Lemma 4, Z,,(p) is continuous and concave in p on IN. 
Due to the continuity of Z,,(p), with respect to the metric v, and the com- 
pactness of =,K, with respect to the same metric, we construct sets 0,,, using 
Z,)(p). As in Lemma 2, we prove that q,(M) is attained on .K. That a uni- 
que p* in .k’ attains .y,(,&‘) follows from the strict concavity of Z,,(p)). Also, 
if g/:- is the operation in <zk that attains Z,,(p*), we easily obtain 
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where pLn,l, is the process that satisfies the supremum supUce ,# p(p, ~0 glk). 
The existence of this supremum is guaranteed by Lemma 2. 
But, we always have 
sup inf P(P, ~0 glk) < inf sup Ph ~0 glk). (6) 
p p $‘f ,?,A E.Y/h RI E Wk p& fl 
Thus, from (5) and (6) we obtain 
$(.d) = I,(% 1. (7) 
Thus, (II*, gt) is the unique solution of the saddle point game on A’ x q;;, 
with payoff function p(p, p 0 glk). Then 
Theorem 1 completes our preliminaries. In the next section, we define 
robustness for prediction and interpolation, we discuss its properties, and 
we present some additional performance measures for robust operations on 
time series. 
3. FORMALIZATION OF ROBUSTNESS, PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
We start this section by defining robustness in time series. Then, we 
present sufficient conditions for its satisfaction, and we discuss the induced 
properties. Finally, we present and discuss some additional performance 
criteria for robust operations. Let AY be the class of stationary processes, 
let pOe 4 and PE -4, let 1 be some given positive integer, let ~6 and p’ 
denote the I-dimensional restrictions of the processes p,, and p, respectively, 
let s’ and y’ denote sequences generated by the processes ~6 and p’, respec- 
tively, and let p(&, p’) be the class of joint stationary measures with 
marginals &, and $. Let ~7 and ,$ be the m-dimensional restrictions of the 
empirical measures determined respectively by the sequences x’ and y’, 
where those empirical measures are defined in Papantoni-Kazakos and 
Gray (1979) and are restated in Section 2 of this paper. Then, we define 
n, (& 11’) 4 inf .m p’e .Plj&) 
inf{s: p’(x’, $1 n,.,,(pT, ~~)>E)~sJ~ (7) 
where by definition we have 
I7,.,,(~~,~Lt;)=inf(cr: #[i:y,(xj+“-‘, y:+“-‘)>cr]<kr}. (8) 
Thus, the distance n,,,,(&,, pLI) is the Prohorov distance between the 
measures &, and p’, defined through the metric Z7,,,(~7, ~7) on data 
sequences. 
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DEFINITION 1. Given the class AS of stationary processes, given p0 in 
4, then, 
(i) Given 1 and k, the operation g,k is p-robust at pO in -4, iff: 
Given E > 0 there exists 6 > 0, such that p l -4, 
~r,r(/& P’) < 6 + ij(kl o g/,9 P o g,k) < -2. 
(ii) Given k, the sequence { g,k} of operations is p-robust at ,uO, in 
&4f(, it? 
Given E > 0, there exist integers I, and m, and some 6 > 0, 
such that PE&, nn~,,(~~,~‘)<~-)~(~LoGg,k,~~g,k)<~, 
Vl> I,. 
DEFINITION 2. Given the class &q of stationary processes, given p0 in 
4, then, 
(i) Given I and k, the operation g,k is weakly p-robust at pO in 4, iff: 
Given E>O, there exists 6 >O, such that ,~LE A%$ 
Y(kb ~)<s+d~Oo g/k, p’glk)<‘. 
(ii) Given k, the sequence ( g tk) of operations is weakly p-robust at 
p. in -4, iff: 
Given E > 0, there exists integer 1,, and some 6 > 0, such that 
pE&, Y(~L0,C1)<6-‘P(~LOog,k,~og,k)<E, v’l>fO. 
From Definitions 1 and 2 above, we note that since 0 closeness implies 
Prohorov closeness; p-robustness at p0 implies weak p-robustness at yO. 
We also note that in both Definitions 1 and 2, the rho-bar distance is used 
as a stability criterion. This is in contrast to Papantoni-Kazakos and 
Gray (1979) where the stability criterion used is the Prohorov distance. 
The latter imposes milder conditions on the robust operations than the for- 
mer. However, we consider the rho-bar stability criterion more 
appropriate, especially in time-series-oriented problems such as the predic- 
tion interpolation and filtering ones. Regarding the contamination 
criterion, in Definition 2, the 7 distance is used, as in Papantoni-Kazakos 
and Gray (1979). On the other hand, the contamination criteria used in 
Definition 1 are Prohorov distances, where the Prohorov distance ZZn,, has 
also been used by Boente et al. (1982). We note that operations g/k that 
utilize a block window of finite length I induce processes po g, whose 
characteristics are determined only by the i-dimensional restriction p’ of the 
measure p. Thus, the Prohorov distance Z7,,(& p’) is then sufficient as a 
contamination measure. The Prohorov distance 17,;,m used as a con- 
tamination measure, when a sequence, ( g, 1, of operations is considered, 
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basically measures contaminations on data sequences. As pointed out in 
Boente et al. (1982), contamination on data sequences is probably the most 
appropriate model when robustness is concerned. We point out here that in 
Boente et al. (1982), the supremum sup, II,,&,, p’) has been used as a 
contamination measure in robustness. Since the existence of this supremum 
and the value, I’, at which it is attained (given that it exists) are not 
guaranteed, our definition of p-robustness (Definition l(ii)) is different 
from that offered by Boente et al. (1982). As pointed out by Cox (1978), 
and discussed by Boente et al. (1982), linear operations may be weakly 
p-robust (Definition 2). Such operations are not, however, p-robust, in 
general. We now proceed with a theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Given the class A”, of stationary processes, given uO in A%!~, 
then, 
(i) Given I and k, let the operation g,k satisfy part (i) of condition (A). 
Let p(., .) satisfy the conditions in (2) and either let it be bounded or let it 
map bounded sets into bounded sets, and then let g,k map the real line R on a 
bounded subset of R. Then, g,k is p-robust at uO in J&. 
(ii) Given k, let the sequence { gNr} of operations satisfy part (ii) of 
condition (A). Let p(., .) satisfy the conditions in (2) and either let it be boun- 
ded or let it map bounded sets into bounded sets, and then let gtk map the real 
line R on a bounded subset of R. Then, { gtk} is p-robust at ,uO in AT. 
The proof of the theorem can be basically found in Papantoni-Kazakos 
and Gray ( 1979) and Papantoni-Kazakos (1981a). Clearly, if the con- 
ditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied, the corresponding operations are weakly 
p-robust at pO, as well. We will now present two definitions concerning 
robustness within classes of measures. 
DEFINITION 3. Given a convex class .& of stationary processes that is 
also compact with respect to the metric 7, then, 
(i) Given 1 and k, given a class y;k of operations, the operation gg in 
qk is p-robust on ,J%! x qk, iff: gg is p-robust at every p in JI, and there 
exists p* in JZ such that 
P(p, P” gzt) <km*, cc* o gii) 6 Lm*, P* o glk), VpeE, kkE% 
(ii) Given k, given a class Y of sequences, { glk}, of operations, the 
sequence { g$} in Y is p-robust on & x Y, iff: (g;} is p-robust at every p 
in A, and there exist p* in A and integer I,, such that 
Ph P n gii) d iG*, P* o gZ) d Lm*, CL* O g,k), 
V/lEE, vg&E.9&, Vl>l,. 
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DEFINITION 4. Given a convex class J&Z of stationary processes and 
classes zk and Y of operations, as in Definition 3, the operation gt and 
the sequence { gg> are weakly p-robust on &? x 5$ and J? x 9, respec- 
tively, if the parallel to Definition 3 conditions hold, where p-robustness at 
every p in JH is substituted by weak p-robustness at every p in ,&‘. 
The following theorem connects the analysis in Section 2 and the present 
section, with p-robustness in Definition 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let J?‘, zk, and .4p be as in Definition 3. In addition, let y;k 
be a convex class of operations that satisfv part (i) qf condition (A), and let 
9’ be a convex class of sequences of operations that satisfy part (ii) qf con- 
dition (A), at every u in M. Also, let p(., .) satisfy conditions (2), and either 
let it be bounded or let it map bounded sets into bounded sets while the 
operations in 5$ and Y also map the real line, R, on a bounded subset of R. 
Let the following infima exist: 
Then, a unique p-robust on ,& x Cyr+ operation, gg, and a unique p-robust 
on .&’ x 9’ sequence of operations, ( gz}, e.uist. They are such that 
The proof of the theorem is straightforward from Theorems 1 and 2 and 
Definitions I and 3. We note that for the satisfaction of weak p-robustness 
on ,X x yX and .&’ x Y, respectively, the requirements for p(., .) boundness 
or g, boundness for the satisfaction of condition (A) may be eliminated. As 
we pointed out earlier, under mild conditions, linear operations and 
unbounded p(., .) may provide a weakly p-robust solution, either on 
,&’ x xk or on J%! x Y. For example, let ,& include the Gaussian process, 
and let the spectral densities of the process in ,X form a compact class. Let 
Y be the class of one-step prediction operations. Then, the Gaussian 
process with the “flattest” spectral density within the compact class of spec- 
tral densities and its optimal linear predictor provide the weakly p-robust 
643 72 3-6 
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on ~2’ x Y solution, if p(u, u) 4 (z4 - u)‘. The above linear predictor is not 
p-robust at any p in .K, however. This is so because this predictor is not 
bounded, and it does not satisfy condition (A). 
We now proceed by presenting some performance measures for robust 
operations. In particular, we define the breakdown point and the sensitivity 
of a robust operation. Then, we discuss and analyze those two performance 
measures. We first present two definitions, distinguishing between p-robust 
and weakly p-robust operations. 
DEFINITION 5. Given the class, -.e, of stationary processes, given pLo in 
C6(, given a sequence ( glk} of operations that is p-robust at pO in -4, then, 
(i) The breakdown point of the sequence { g,k} at pLo in & is this con- 
stant LX* such that, for every u > c(*, there exist integers m = m(a), I, = lo(~), 
such that for C44(cc) = jp E -4, ,u’: Z7,.;,_(&, p’) < LX}, the supremum 
supLi t, ,,,(l, p(p, p c glk) is independent of CI, Vl > I,. 
(ii) The sensitiait): .yJ(~,,, { g,k } ), of the sequence ( gNr} at p,, in -4, is 
defined as 
where the integer m is as in Definition 1. 
DEFINITION 6. Given the class, L/4, of stationary processes, given ,u~ in 
=,e, given a sequence { g ,k] of operations that is weakly p-robust at pLg in 
=4(, then 
(i) The breakdown point of the sequence {glk} at pO in J$‘~, is 
this constant c(* such that, for every sl> G(*, there exists integer 
I, = I,(r), such that, for C+4’(c() < (,u E %4’,, j&, 11) < CI}, the supremum 
sup,,.,,,,p(~, p’~g,~) is independent of c(, VI>/,. 
(ii) The sen.sitiuity, 9& { g,k } ), of the sequence { g,k } at p,, in As,, is 
defined as 
S,,.,(p, { g,k}) = lim lim p(Po~(~o’ F; gik). 
YlPo.P)+o I- % 2 
From Definitions 5 and 6, we note that the breakdown point and the 
sensitivity have been defined only asymptotically; that is, for operations 
that utilize asymptotically large sliding-block windows. We also note that 
bounded sensitivity corresponds to the concept of differentiability of real 
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functions, while p-robustness or weak p-robustness corresponds instead to 
local continuity of real functions. We want to point the attention of the 
reader to our definition of the breakdown point. In contrast to Hampel’s 
(1971) definition, we define the breakdown point at this level of con- 
tamination above which induced error is not controlled by the con- 
tamination itself. Hampel defined the breakdown point as this level of con- 
tamination above which the induced error becomes infinity. The latter 
definition is too restrictive for our models, in this paper. Indeed, since our 
performance measure in robustness is the rho-bar distance, rather than the 
Prohorov distance, our robust operations will be, in general, bounded. 
Thus, the error induced by such operations will be then bounded for every 
input process and, therefore, for all contamination levels. We point out 
here that the breakdown curve found by Tsaknalis et al. (1983) is con- 
sistent with Definitions 5 and 6. The linear filtering operations in Tsaknakis 
et al. (1983) are, in addition, weakly p-robust, in general. Finally, we note 
that under mild conditions, linear operations may induce bounded sen- 
sitivity, SJ,, .) (previously, we pointed out that such linear operations 
may be weakly p-robust). Such operations will not, however, induce boun- 
ded sensitivity S,(., .), since, as pointed out previously, they are not even p- 
robust. We will quantify some of the remarks made in this section in a later 
section, where some specific operations will be discussed. In the next sec- 
tion, we will discuss some design ideas that are consistent with the theory 
we have presented to this point. 
4. DESIGN IDEAS 
In this section, we will present some ideas, regarding the design of robust 
operations for time series, where robustness is consistent with Definitions 1 
and 3, in Section 3. From the analysis presented in the previous section, we 
conclude that for p-robustness it is sufficient to consider operations that 
satisfy condition (A) and map the real line, R, onto a bounded subspace of 
R, and to adopt a distortion measure p(., .) that satisfies the conditions in 
(2). For the metric y(x, v) L? Jx- yj on the real line, such a distortion 
measure p(., .) is given by p(?r, JI) 4 (x - .)I)‘, where r is some positive 
integer. Regarding the choice of appropriate sufficient classes of operations, 
either one of the following classes may be considered: 
9; = {f(d): scalar, real, bounded, deterministic, and 
continuous with respect to the metric 
7,(x’, yo = 1-l c;=’ Ix; - Yjl function, 
where I is a fixed, finite, and positive 
integer. } P) 
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9: = 1 g,,:‘: Scalar, stochastic, memoryless, and 
stationary channel, with outputs taking 
values on a bounded subspace of R, that is 
also continuous, in the sense of part (i), 
conditions (A). Here, 1 is a fixed, finite, and 
positive integer.} (E) 
Y(,u) = { ( gj,r,} : a sequence of stochastic, scalar, and 
memoryless stationary channels, with out- 
puts taking values on a bounded subspace 
of R, that also satisfy part (ii), conditions 
(A), at the given stationary process p.} F) 
We note that the class 9’: in (D) satisfies part (i) in conditions (A), 
where the Prohorov distance Z7,,( g,..Y/, g,.V,) becomes then equal to 
Ifb’) -f(y’)l. B e ow, 1 we state two subclasses, X’f and Xf, of the class 9’: 
in (E), that are convenient for design considerations: 
2: = { g,..,,=f(x’) + u:f(x’) belongs to class 9; in (D), and 
u is an absolutely continuous random variable that 
takes values on a bounded interval of the real line, and 
has continuous density function. > (G) 
277 = ( g,,.,/ = g(h(x’) + u): h(x’) is a scalar, real, deter- 
ministic, and continuous with respect to the metric 
I-’ cf=, Ix- .v,l function. v is some absolutely con- 
tinuous random variable that takes values on the real 
line, and has continuous density function. g(.) is a 
deterministic, scalar, real, and bounded function. 1 W) 
Let % be the class of real, scalar, and bounded functions, that also take a 
finite number of values. Then, a subclass of the class 2’: in (H) is deter- 
mined by g(.) functions in $5’. We will denote this subclass &(U). The class 
&(%?) of operations is of particular interest. Indeed, given some stationary 
process p, this class induces a sequence { gl,.r,} of operations that is con- 
tained in the class Y(p) in (F). To see that specifically, let us define the 
following subclass J?‘(P), contained in Y(p): 
X(P)= I(s,.,W iven finite positive integers 1, and k, such 
that 1 <k < I,, 
Lk '(I-II)J 
g/,.x-~ = {Lk-‘U-Old’ 1 g(h(x!l+jk-l) + 211, Jk Vl>l,, (I) 
I=0 
where L j means integer part, h(x’) and v are as in class Z:, and g E 92.) 
The operations g,.,’ in class S?‘(P) satisfy part (ii) of conditions (A). This 
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can be easily verified. Indeed, the operation g(h(xJ+jk-‘) + u) belongs to 
the class 2: in (H); thus, given p, it induces by means of ~1 a discrete, finite 
valued stationary process p 0 g that satisfies part (i) in Definition 1. 
Furthermore, the averaging on the operations g(h(x$+ jk ~ ‘) + v), in g,,,;- I, 
satisfies part (ii) of conditions (A) when applied to the process p 0 g. We 
finally observe that the class X”(p) in (I) is basically independent of the 
particular process ,u. Thus, this class is contained in the class P’(p) in (F), 
for all stationary process p. It can be shown that the class X’(g) can be 
generalized to a class XL, such that 
Lkm'(l-hd 
g/J- ' = 0 c 
a,jg(h(x;~+'" ') + u), Q’131,, 
j=O 
where g, h, tl are as in class &Z(p) and a,j > 0, Q,, VI, 
Lkm'(l-4Jl 
c ao=l, Ql 
r=O 
Lk-‘(I- /,)J 
lim C 
I-w 
aG=O. 
/=o 
(9) 
Indeed, the summation in (9) then satisfies part (ii) in conditions (A). 
We note that the classes YP:, 2’\, Xf, 9(p), and Z,- that we presented 
and discussed above were all tailored toward the satisfaction of p- 
robustness in Definition 1. Furthermore, all these classes involve bounded 
operations on data sequences x that are generated by the acting stationary 
process ,LL If the distortion measure p(., .), used for performance evaluation, 
is not bounded, then such operations may induce high errors, at processes 
p, whose support is noncompact. This may happen, independently, whether 
or not p-robustness (Definition 1) is satisfied. To eliminate this problem, 
we may use a one-to-one bounded transformation on the data of the 
underlying process. Such a transformation is induced, for example, by a 
bounded, real, deterministic, scalar, and strictly monotone function G(.). If 
g,.:f is an operation in any one of the classes Yj, 2’:) Xy, J?(P), and 2”) 
we may then assume that this operation maps the variable G(X,), where X0 
is a random variable from the acting stationary process p. Thus, given a 
function G(.), as above, let us define the class ,4’(G) of stationary processes 
as 
A(G)= {v=p~G:p~~&‘}. (J) 
If the G(.) function is as explained above, it represents a stationary 
operation; thus every process v in A(G) is stationary. Also, since G(e) is 
bounded, if ,4! is a compact class of stationary processes, so is the class 
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,X(G). Finally, given the value u of the random variable A’,, generated by 
the process p, the value G(p) is unique. Inversely, given the value u of the 
transformation G(U), the value u is also unique. 
Due to the preceding discussion in this section, given a compact class A? 
of stationary processes and given p(., .) distortion measure that satisfies the 
conditions (2) in Section 2 for p-robustness, it is now sufficient to consider 
saddle-point games (Definition 3) on A’(G) x Y, where .4(G) is as in ((J), 
G(.) is some real, scalar, deterministic, bounded, and strictly monotone 
function, and 9’ is any one of the classes ,9’:, Z!, Xf, X(p), and XL. We 
now proceed with a lemma whose proof is obvious. 
hhMA 5. Let G(.) be a given real, deterministic, scalar, continuous, 
bounded, and strictly monotone function, Let xl denote some data sequence oj 
length 1 that does not include x0. Let u be some stationary process, such that 
E,,{G(X,) 1 x’) is continuous in XI, with respect to the metric 
1 ’ xi=, Isi - ,vi/. Consider the infimum 
I,,&, 9) 4 inf E, (G(X,) - g,.,,j’. 
x,.,/t 9 
(10) 
Then, 
(i) The injimum I,,,(u, 9:) exists, is unique, and is satisfied by 
f(-~')=E,,{G(X,)I.u'J 
and 
(ii) If the class 2: in (G) is such that the random variable v is zero 
mean, has variance of < 00, and is independent of the process u, then 
Io,,(,u, 3’: ) exists, is unique, and is satisfied by 
and 
We note that if p is a stationary process whose density functions f; exist, 
for every dimensionality n, and if Vn, f;(P) is compact and continuous in 
x”, with respect to the metric n ’ C:‘=, lp(xi, yi), then VI, the expected value 
E,, ( G( X0) 1 .Y’; is continuous in x’ with respect to the same metric as above. 
Let us now consider the class A?: in (H). Let us denote by %‘f(sgn) the 
subclass of X’f, determined by g(-u) = sgn x = (0; x < 0 or 1; x > 0). Let the 
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random variable u in Xf(sgn) have a distribution function denoted by F,. 
Let F, be such that F,,( -x) = 1 -F,,(x). Then, for the given function h(x’) 
in Z’f(sgn), we obtain 
E{sgn(h(x’) + u) I x’> = E2(sgn(h(.u’) + 21) 1 x’) = F,.(h(x’)). (11) 
Given some function G(.), as in Lemma 5, given a stationary process p, 
we also then obtain 
E,,{G(X,)-sgn(h(x’)+ u)j’ 
=~,,~~,,~G”(~,)I~~‘}-~F,.(~(.K’))E,(G(X,)(.K’} +F,.(h(.u’))] 
=-&VW&,) -F,.(&‘)))2 + E,,(F,.(h(x’))-~(h(s’))‘i. (12) 
From expression (12) for the class Xf(sgn), the following ideas evolve 
naturally. Given an infinite sequence s from some real and scalar 
stationary process ,u, consider one-step sliding block window of length m 
I that operates sequentially on the data blocks, . . . . .Y -A,, P nl + , , .Y -nl + 2 ,... . 
Let h,,(x”‘) be some scalar deterministic operation that is continuous and 
strictly monotone, with respect to the metric W-’ x:‘!, y(-ui, jsi). Let o be 
some random variable whose distribution function F,.(U) is continuous, and 
such that F,.( -u) = 1 -F,.(u). Then, F,.(u) is also strictly monotone. Given 
some data sequence s, let us then generate the transformed sequence 
. . . . F,(h,(rf,,)), F,.(h,,,(.P,,,+ ,)), F,(~,(.Y’+,+~)) ,... . Since the transfor- 
mation induced by A,,,(.) and F,,(.) is stationary, if the data sequence s is 
generated by some stationary process p, the induced process PQ F,.o h, is 
also stationary. Furthermore, due to the continuity and strict monotonicity 
of both the operations h,,,(.) and Ft.(.), to estimate the value x0 of the 
datum X0 from the process ~1, given either .~rf, or .K~,‘~ u .v;\i, it suffices to 
estimate F,.( A,,,(.$! ,,1+, )). Finally, due to the boundness of the operation 
F,(.), if .&z’ is a compact class of stationary processes, the class .d’(F,.~h,) 
induced by .& and the operations F,, and A,, is also a compact class of 
stationary processes. Given the class .,A! of stationary processes and the 
operations F,. and h,, as above, let us now consider the class of predictors 
or interpolators, 
X,7= {g,,yi,: g,,.,::;=Ckt’,-“‘a, sgn(/z,,t(x~~~+“‘~ *)+z~~), 
13m, 
where h,(s”‘) is continuous and strictly monotone, 
with respect to the metric m-’ ET=, +y(s,, yi) scalar 
and real function , {II,}, a sequence of i.i.d. random 
variables with distribution function F,.(u) that is con- 
tinuous, and such that Fr( -u) = I -F,.(u), Vu E R, 
and {cI,~), some set of real and bounded coefficients}. (K) 
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The class 2; above clearly satisfies part (i), in Definition 1 of 
robustness, for I finite. For I -+ ‘;o, part (ii) of Definition 1 is satisfied if 
some additional conditions (such as in (9)) are imposed on the set {ulk > of 
coefficients in Zf. Given I, m, k,(.), FL,(.), let us now evaluate the expected 
values 
c /+1-m 12 
E F,.(h,,(X,,,+,))- 
i 
1 ~,sgn(k,(X_:~+:=,“~~)+~,) 
/,=I 
and 
i< -m. (13) 
Due to (1 l), we obtain 
i 
/ + I ,,I 2 
E,, F,.(k,,,(y’,,+,))- c a,sgn(k,,,(X~-:+/;=,“-*)+u,) k=l 
/ + 1 - ,,I 2 
= E,, F,.(X) n,+l))- c alkF,,(k,(XI~‘/;=~~?)) 
h=l 
+ (‘;g”’ b,A2) E,,(K.hnK :-t-~~~‘~‘))-~(k,(Xr:+:=,“-“))} 
(14) 
’ Fr(k,n(J’” n,,., 1) - 1 a/k sgn(k,(X:=:+“‘-‘)+u,) (1 < -m) 
l<k</+2 m 
kf-171 -ItI 
+ c la,k12 E,,IF,.(h,(X_:‘:=,“-‘)) 
Is:X</+2- m > 
kf ,,I-r-t1 
-~(k,(X:;+;;;” z),i. (15) 
If in expressions ( 14) and (15), we ignore the second terms with the fac- 
tor x Iu,~]~, we minimize the first terms with respect to {u,~}, and the 
resulting filters are such that C alk = 1, lim,, ,~ C Iu,~~* + 0, then all the 
conditions (including (9)) for robustness discussed above will be satisfied. 
The above conditions on the coefficients {ulk} will be satisfied if the spec- 
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tral density of the process p 0 F, 0 h, has the appropriate form. Consider 
now the class (K) of operations, and let pO and ,U be two stationary 
processes producing data sequences that are denoted x and y, respectively. 
Let p(., .) be such that p(u, u) 4 (U - u)‘. Then, we easily obtain the 
expression 
+ 1 b,A”(E,,, CF,.@,(X”‘))[I1 - f’,.(h,(~))l} 
L 
+E,,~‘WLW’W~ -F,.(h,,(r”))l}), (16) 
where p is the joint stationary measure with marginals pO and ,U that yields 
the rho-bar distance p(pO <I g,, p 0 g,). 
We now express a lemma concerning the sensitivity of the operations in 
class (K). 
LEMMA 6. Consider the class of operations X: in (K). In addition, let the 
coefficients ( aik 1, satisf), the conditions (9), and /et the function h,(Y) have 
a uniformlv bounded derivative on R” w,ith respect to the metric y,,,(x”‘, y”‘). 
Let the density function of the variables iok ) he uniformI?> bounded on R. Let 
y(., .) he such that y(x, y) 4 I-Y- yI, and let p(., .) be such thut 
p(u, u) 4 (u-u)‘. Then, the sensitivity $(p,,, {g,)) (Definition 5) of the 
operations in H; is bounded at every stationary process pO. It follows that 
the sensitivity <y,,,,(pO, { gI) ) (Definition 6) is a/so hounded then, at ever) 
stationary measure pO. 
Proof: Let the density function of the variables (uk] be bounded 
uniformly by the positive constant c. Let the derivative with respect to 
;~,J.x”‘, y”‘) of the function h,(x”) be uniformly bounded by the positive 
constant Q?. Denote B & f - $7. Then, 
IF,(h,(.u”‘)) - F,(h,,,(y”))I d clh,,(x”‘) - h,(J”“)l d c~%‘~,(x”, y”) 
= &,,l(x’r’, I’” 1, Vx”‘, ym E R”. (17) 
Also, 
IF,hn(.O) - F,(h,( y”‘))I < 1, Vx”‘, y”’ E R”. (18) 
Let x and y denote infinite sequences generated respectively by the 
stationary processes pu, and ,u. For I given, let 17n;.,,(& p’) = 6, and let p’ 
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denote the joint stationary measure that yields the Prohorov distance 
fl,.,,,(& P’). Then, 
p(-u’, y’: n,&q, /q) > 6,) d 6,. 
Now, from (17) (18) and (19) we obtain 
(19) 
2 
Ca,~[F,(h,(X:=~+m~‘))-F,.(h,(Yj=::+m~l))] 
k 
But from the definition of the Prohorov distance 17,T,m(@, 11.7) in (8), we 
have th,:! I~,.,,,,(P?, ~7) d 6, implies 
2, ?“: 
i 
I#k:i’,,,(,~:=:+“‘~‘, ~,:=:-+“‘~~‘)~s,}>1(1 -6,) 
(#k:y,,l(.u:$+‘i’- ‘, JJ;;;+~ ‘)>S,) <l-1(1 -6,)=/h,. 
(21) 
Applying (17) (18) (19) and (21) to (20). we obtain 
E,,/ 
2 
‘)-F,.(h,,,(Y:=~+“-. ‘))I 
I 
2 
a,, dp’(x’, y’) 
where 6,= ns,&& P’). (22) 
Consider now the condition lim,, ~ I/, (u,~I’ = 0, on the coefficients 
[ulk}. This condition implies that there exists bounded constant /?, such 
that 
la/ 
lim sup C ail<PS,. 
/- x it,! /=I 
(23) 
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From (16), (22), and (23), and due to the fact that the expectation 
QVWL(~~)C~ - ~An(J?l> is b ounded from above by one, for every 
p, we obtain 
Iirn Pbo o g/7 P o 81) 
’ - m K7JPLb 3 P’) 
d lim 1 ulk 
( ) /-m k 
2 + CB + SIZC,‘~yu S,l, 
where 6, = bJ& d). (24) 
And from (24) we thus obtain 
The proof is now complete. 
We will now proceed with another lemma, which exhibits the difference 
between the sensitivities in Definitions 5 and 6. 
“ 
LEMMA 7. Consider linear operations of the form g, 4 Ck alkxk. Let the 
metric y(., .) he as in Lemma 6, and let p(u, v) 4 y(u, v). Then, the sensitivit} 
Ywp(po, { g,}) of the operations { gl} is bounded at every measure po, if the 
limit lim,, r: ( Ck ) ulk 1) is bounded. 
ProoJ: Let p. and ,u be two stationary processes, and let x and .V denote 
respectively infinite sequences from p. and ,u. Let p be the joint stationary 
measure that has marginals p. and p and yields the distance lT(,uo, p). Then, 
(25) 
Thus, if lim,, ,~ (Ck JalkJ ) Q B, we obtain 
Iirn P(Po o g/Y P o 8,) 
/-a, P(Po, P) 
d B2 Xv,(~o, { s,‘i 1. 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
We note that the operations in Lemma 7 are not even p-robust at po. In 
contrast, not only are they weakly p-robust at po, but they also induce 
bounded sensitivity. We point out here that directly from the derivation 
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and the conclusions in Lemma 6, we also conclude that operations of the 
formg,=C,a,g,(Xj=::+“-’ ) are p-robust and they induce bounded sen- 
sitivity at every process, if the coefficients {alk} satisfy the conditions (9), 
and the function g,(.) is deterministic, bounded, and differentiable, with 
uniformly bounded derivative with respect to the metric ym(xm, y”). 
Finally, it is easily concluded (as in Boente et al. (1982) and Cox (1978)) 
that if y(., .) and p(., .) are identical and both are such that 
y(u, u) = p(u, u) 4 (U - u)I, then linear operations as in Lemma 7 are 
weakly p-robust and they induce bounded sensitivity at every stationary 
measure. 
We conclude this section with an interesting observation regarding the 
breakdown point of robust operations. Let ,A? be a class of stationary 
processes with common, uniformly bounded spectral density function. Let 
y(u, u) = p(u, u) 6 (U - u)* and consider linear operations as in Lemma 7, 
where the coefficients (u,~} are determined asymptotically (1+ cc ) by the 
common spectral density function. Then, those operations are weakly p- 
robust on every ,n in ,&‘, and they induce bounded sensitivity, VOLE. 
However, the asymptotic error that those operations induce at some p in 
,X is independent of p. We thus conclude that the linear operations 
described above have a breakdown point equal to zero (Definition 6) at 
every p in .A?. The zero breakdown point here means that the linear 
operations decribed above are totally insensitive to perturbations on 
measures; they only reflect perturbations in second-order statistics that 
remain unchanged in A’. We note that if the breakdown point had been 
defined as in Hampel(l971), then it would be infinity in A?, and it would 
not reflect one of the strong weaknesses that characterize the linear 
operations. 
5. THE STUDY OF A SPECIAL CASE 
Let us consider predictors and interpolators, in class Z:, in (K). Let the 
sequence {uk}, in 2 :, be a sequence of i.i.d., Gaussian, zero mean, and 
unit variance random variables. Let Q(x) denote the distribution function 
of a Gaussian random variable as above, let h,(x”) be as in the description 
of the class 2: in (K), and let the prediction of @(h,(Y’,+ , )) be sought. 
Let the mean squared criterion be used, as a performance measure in 
prediction, let p0 be a nominal, well-known, stationary, real, and scalar 
stochastic process, and let a compact class, A!, of processes be defined by 
~~={~:~=(l-~)~LO+~~;~~~~}};where~:O~~~1,and,~~istheclass 
of all real, scalar, zero mean, and unit variance stationary stochastic 
processes. Let Fm be the class of real, scalar, and continuous and strictly 
monotone, with respect to the metric m-’ Cy= , Ix; - yi[ functions. Let 
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p(u, u) 4 (u-v)‘. Then, given h, EF~, PEA&‘, and {uk} as above, we 
obtain from expression (14) in Section 4, 
44 L {a,k3) 
/+1-m 2 
4 E, 
i 
@OL(P,+,))- 1 qk sgn(h,(X7~‘~=,“-2)+uk) 
k-1 1 
i 
/fl m  2 
=E, WL(P,,,+,))- 1 a,~@(h,,(X::f::,“‘-*)I 
k=l I 
+ ( ‘;gm b,k12) Ep{@(h,(Xm)) - @2(lz,(X-))}. (26) 
Let us select k = 1, and let us denote by h, h, ,(w); w  E [ --n, n] the 
spectral density of the stationary process that is induced by the process ~1 
and the operation @(/I,(.)). Let us take I+ co, and let us denote 
e(p,h,) A inf lim e(p,h ,,,, {a,,)) 
:u,,j /+x (27) 
m(p, k,) ii E,,(@hW’W] (281 
a’(~, k,,) b E,,{@(kW”))}2 (29) 
.f@ h,, /I(~) b j-3 h,, Jw) + fi12(P, k?) 
+ dP3 k?,) - (2x1 ’ In h, ,I”, I,(w) d-4& h?,) 
1 T I 
x6(w);wE[-7r,7c], (30) 
where 6(w) the unit-weight delta function at w  = 0. 
Then, due to expressions (27) (28), and (30) and from expression (26), 
we obtain 
e(p, h,)=hexp (2n)-’ Jr hf@ h, ,(u)du 
1 I[ I 
(31) 
If H, h, p (A); A E [ - rc, 7~1, denotes the Fourier transform of the predic- 
tion sequence (a,, >, that, for 1 -+ 00, yields the minimum error e(p, h,), in 
(31), then 
H cP,,h, ,(A): 111 -fG h, ,,@d* 
= 2Tcf, ‘h,, p (I).exp 
i 
(2rc)‘j* Inf@ h, ,(w)du , a.e.iniE[-rc,n], 
-n 
where * denotes conjugate. 
(32) 
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Let now h, be given, and let A be the compact class of processes 
defined at the beginning of this section. Given p in A!, we easily obtain the 
following equations from (30) 
t2’)-’ in f@ h, 1, (33) 
-7l 
= E,,{@(h,(X”))J2 -my/L, h,) = a2(p, h,) - m’(,u, h,) 
= (1 - 4[a2(po, h,) - nz2(po, h,)l+ GJ2(v, h,) - m’b5 &)I 
+41 -E)Cm(Po, k-m(v, U12 (34) 
b 0 /T,,, ,,(~)=(l-~)brt, /I,, ,,,,(w)+~b, /I,, ,,(m) 
+41 -c)[m(p,, h,,)-nz(v, h,,)12> (35) 
where o’(,u, h,) is given by expression (29) and p = (1 -E) pLo + EV. 
Substituting expression (35) in (30) we obtain 
.fo /I”, .(d = (1 -8) b, h, ,,,b)+ &ho h, v(W) 
+ t-t 1 - 6) m’(p,, h,) + Ern2(V, h,)] 
+ { (1 - E)[m(Po> h,) - a2(Po, k,z)l 
+ E[m(“, ‘h,) - a’($‘, h,)]} 6(m), (36) 
where 
(271)-’ j”n b, h, ,, (co) dw = a’(\!, h,) - m2( v, A,). (37) 
-n 
Let us now select the following hzz function that satisfies the conditions 
in class Hf, 
m-l 
h;(X;;-‘)=m-’ 1 xi. (38) 
i=O 
We can now express the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Let p be some real, scalar, zero-mean, discrete-time stationary 
process, and let f,(w); w E [ - rt, II] be its spectral density. Let h;) 0 ,u be the 
stationary process induced by p, by the function hrF, in (38), and by single-step 
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shifting in the sliding block of length m. Let f,,;,,p(w), w E [-IT, TC], be the 
spectral density of the process hz 0 p. Then, 
Proof: 
E,(h:(X;-‘) h;(Xi+“-‘)} 
m-l k+m-I 
=tc2 ;;. .lx, wwn~ 
Let us denote 
(40) 
Then, we can express the following lemma, whose proof is in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 9. Let && be the class of real, scalar , zero-mean, unit variance, 
discrete-time stationary processes. Given ,a in J&, given h;l: as in (38), let the 
process hz 0 p be as in Lemma 9. Let pG be any Gaussian process in 4,. 
Then. 
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yO ,, h; J k) = (27~) - ’ sin - ’ 3 k#O (4) 
rO h; ,,(O)=C tan’([2f+,,,,+ l]l’z)-i. (45) 
Let J&‘~ be the same class of stationary processes, as in Lemma 9. Given 
hz as in (38) given p in J&, the spectral density b,“,,;Oy(co), OE C--z, 7t], 
will attain its “flattest” form for memoryless measures p. It will attain its 
most concentrated form for deterministic measures p. Let pLd denote some 
deterministic measure in 4,. Then, we easily obtain 
where m(pd, hz) and o’(p,, h:) are given respectively by (28) and (29). 
We now express the following lemma, whose proof is in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 10. Let Jls be as in Lemma 9. Let hz be as in (38), and let 
m -+ co. Then, the two extreme spectral densities beL h;-P(~), o E [ -7c, rc], 
for p E &ZY, are given by 
b @ h; P *(U)+(U) (47) 
b @ h; ,,*lU) = 
(27~~’ 1 -cosmu 
m(m+ 1) 1 -cost ’ 
uE[-7c,n] (48) 
m(v*, hz)=i, (49) 
where p* is the deterministic Gaussian process in JIS and where v* is any 
memoryless process in AA. 
It can be seen easily that as m increases to asymptotically large values, 
the spectral density b, h; “*(o) tends to (277)’ 6(w). Therefore, for hz as 
in (38), for zero-mean and unit-variance nominal process pLo in JZ, and due 
to Lemma 10 and expression (33), we have from (36) 
lim .f@ h;, P(o) = (1 -E) m’(p,, hz) + &m’(v, hz) 
nr - ‘x 
+ (2~H(l -F)~(P~, hZ,)Cl -mh KJI 
+ Em(v, 4X1 - m(v, h31) d(u), 
vpEEAf, p=(l -&)po+&v. (50) 
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In addition, if the class & contains zero-mean, unit-variance measures 
that are also ergodic, then lim, _ m m(p, h;) = j Q(u) 6(u) = 4, v/l E A4f. so 
then, 
f 
* lnJ~(c0)&0=(2n+ l)ln2-2+ln(l +2x)=ln(2n+ 1).2P2’2”+“. 
-n 
Due to (51) and (52), and from (31) and (32), we also obtain 
(52) 
hm e(~,h~)=2nexp{[1+(2n)-‘]ln2~2+(2n)-11n(l+2rr)} 
m-m 
=2+in+ 1)1/~--C2+‘l-‘l, 
VPEE, (53) 
lim H, ,,;Ap 
m+m 
(A): II 1 - lim He,,,; ,(~)ll’ 
m-ra 
=8~(2~++)‘/2”2~c2+“~‘1, a.e. in 1 E [ - 71, rr], VP E &. (54) 
From expressions (53) and (54) we conclude that for hz as in (38) for 
class &Z of zero-mean, unit-variance, ergodic processes, and for m + 00, at 
any p in 4, the optimal linear prediction operation in class &?f is given by 
(54). This operation clearly satisfies conditions (9); thus, it is robust at all p 
in JH. At all p in A, the above operation induces error equal to the 
expression in (53). Therefore, within the above class J!, the breakdown 
point of the overall asymptotic robust operation is one. Finally, the overall 
operation induces bounded sensitivity everywhere in ,.&. The robust 
operation studied induces the same characteristics in interpolation as well. 
643’72 3.7 
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so, 
dP& fm = ;. (A-1) 
For simplicity in notation, let us denote cr 4 ohi ~LG and pk P p,,; ,,,(k). 
Then, we obtain 
r. h: ,,,(W + m*(PL,, e7) 
= dud*@(u)@(v)$5 
=f jdU@(U)@ LJ*ku)4) 
= du@(cJu)  s ( J&&) > d(u) b g(fJh (A.21 
where 
rk P pk /CT’ < 1, Vk, (A.31 
g(O)=&. (A.41 
From (A.2) we have, after some transformations, 
rkg 
~(1 +o’)[l +2a2+(r4(1 -r:)]1’2’ 
(A.51 
Then, from (A.4) and (AS), we obtain 
x dx 
+x’)[(l +x2)*-x4ri]“* 
1 
=z;T ” I 
rko*(l+o-i)-~ 
1 . 
=z-F -l[rkg2(l +a*)-‘] =&sinP’[pk(l +a2)-‘]. (A.6) 
Finally, from (A.l), (A.3), and (A.6), we obtain Eq. (44). 
(2) 
r9 ,;,,,,,(O)+~=~ j @‘(x)~(~)dx=~@*(~x)/(x)dx e h(a), 
where h(l)=+ (A.7) 
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ah(o) -=2j@(ax)~(ax)xqS(x)dx=2(2n)-1’2 j@(ax)x~(~[l+crZ]~‘*)dx aa 
= -2(27~)“~(1 +,‘))’ [@(ax) &(x[l +a*]“*) dx 
=2o(2n)-‘(1 +~*)-‘/&x[2oZ+ 11”‘)d.x 
0 
=?r(l +o2)[202+ l]l’2. (A.8) 
=;tanpy[2fJ’+ Ill’*)-;. (A.9) 
From (A.7) and (A.9) we obtain expression (45). 
Proof of Lemma 10. (1) The spectral density for deterministic 
processes is given by (46). It remains to maximize the quantity 
[a*&, hit) -m2h hZ)l among all the deterministic processes. But, 
fpd(m) = 6(m) and 
m2 
1 - cos mw 
= 1. 
1 -cosw <,,=(j 
Thus, f,,; ,,(u)=S(u), wherefh; Jo) is given by (39). 
Let v be some zero-mean, unit variance, absolutely continuous random 
variable. Let F, and f, denote respectively the distribution and the density 
functions of the variable v. Let 9 be the class of real and monotonically 
increasing functions, that take values on [0, 11. Then, it is well known that 
= (A.lO) 
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If v* in J$ is the memoryless Gaussian process, and hz is as in (38), then 
02(v*, /I;) -m2(v*, I$)= j@2(u)$(u)du- 
i 
j@(u)~(u)du 1 
2 
=A, 
due to (A.lO), where q+(u) is the unit variance, zero-mean, Gaussian 
density. The proof of (47) is now complete. 
(2) Let v* be some memoryless process in Jz’~. Then, fY*(w) = 1/2n, 
w  E [ - rc, A]. From (41) we then obtain 
ph; ,,*(k) = r - k)m-2, 
i 3 
For m -+ co, and due to the law of large 
and hz(Xtfnt) are jointly Gaussian for all 
(44) and (45) we obtain 
OdkQm-1 
k>m. 
(A.ll) 
numbers, the variables hz(X;) 
k. Then, substituting (A.1 1) in 
(27~~’ sin-’ 1 <k<m- 1, (A.12) 
rcs /I; v*(k) = 
0, kbm. 
For large m we write 
sin-’ (m~~+kl))-m~~~l). 16kdm- 1, (A 13) 
r@ ,h; ,.*(O)-(2n)p--&. 
From (A.12) and (A.13), we obtain (48). We also obtain (49), due to 
(43). 
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